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‘A great rivalry’ 

Experts from both 
sides analyze the 
Purdue-IU dynamic

See RIVALS | Page 2

What’s inside our dueling edition 
with the Indiana Daily Student:
4 A look at the rivalry through 

the eyes of a senior playerP
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e

5 Where exactly did the Bucket 
trophy come from?P

a
g
e

6 Here are some of the best game 
day traditions on campusP

a
g
e

MAEVE  TRA | GRAPHIC ARTIST
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Cup, first introduced in 2001. 
Points are awarded to the winning team in 

each of the schools’ 20 shared sports every 
season, according to the Purdue Sports web!
site, and whichever team gets the most points 
overall wins.

“Indiana has won it nine times,” Newton 
said. “Purdue has won it seven times, and 
two years have ended in a tie. So it’s been a 
pretty even competition.”

Experts from both schools echoed that the 
Old Oaken Bucket game’s placement after 
Thanksgiving break forces students and po!
tential attendees to make a difficult decision 
to attend.

“The fact that we play the game after 
Thanksgiving has taken a little bit away 
from it quite frankly, because kids go home 
at Thanksgiving,” Deal said. “It’s a little bit 
harder because of that.”

Newton said the placement of the game 
in the season was difficult even when he at!
tended Purdue.

“A lot of students have to make the deci!
sion that I had to make as a freshman, es!
pecially if you live far away from here: Do 
you go home for Thanksgiving or do you 
stay?” Newton said. “For those people who 
stay, it’s a great afternoon if you wind up 
with the Bucket and it’s a long afternoon if 

you wind up not getting it.”
Patrick Crawford, Purdue’s associate ath!

letics director in strategic communications, 
said the game is “historically significant in 
the state of Indiana.”

“For Big Ten football and for the Purdue 
Boilermakers, football traditions are very im!
portant,” he said. “So rivalry games fall into 
that vein that it’s important, but also it just 
feels normal to fans, and it feels normal to 
our athletic department to be able to stage 
big-time games and to conduct a huge pas!
sionate atmosphere especially around our 
football program.”

Decker agreed the “atmosphere” of the 
game adds to its significance, and both 
schools were more passionate than ever 
after not being able to play the game last 
year.

“The atmosphere is tremendous, you 
know, whether the teams are having great 
seasons or disappointing seasons,” he said. 
“I think that going through what we went 
through last year, I think everybody appre!
ciates those kinds of things a lot more than 
they did.

“I worked all the games last year and I 
know how odd it felt because I would be in 
there, I’d be doing stats and there were no 
fans. So to get that back, I mean, it’s really 
what college sports is about.”

Despite the rivalry between the 
schools, both have been able to work to!
gether to further the future of Indiana, 

Newton said.
“There’s a lot of joint cooperation between 

the schools,” Newton said. “I think it’s im!
portant that even though we are rivals when 
it comes to sports, we’re great commodities 
for the state of Indiana.

“We provide a lot of brain power to help try 
to move this state forward. So, competition 
is healthy, but so is cooperation. And I think 
that both schools, especially when they can 
work together, are a great benefit to the state 
of Indiana.”

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX HADDON | GRAPHIC ARTIST
Does your family look more like the typical Boilermaker or Hoosier family?

RIVALS
Continued from Page 1
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BY EMMA FINER
Staff Reporter
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A senior talks about his 
history with the rivalry

DAVID HICKEY | SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
Then-sophomore quarterback Aidan O’Connell runs to escape an Indiana tackler during the 
2019 Old Oaken Bucket game.

Reflecting on the reunion

Donate to The Exponent to help us beat the IDS!

Text “BEATIU” to 44-321 to vote for The 
Exponent with your donation! NICO REASON | GRAPHICS ARTIST 

The Boilermakers take on the Hoo-
siers on Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in 
Ross-Ade Stadium. The game will air 

on FS1.
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BY SEAN MURLEY 
Staff Reporter
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What do these nicknames mean?
The origin stories (or lack thereof) 
of Indiana college nicknames

BY ROCKET HAVERLAND
Staff Reporter
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*)1&.-/*')#&$4-.-&$"&$4'#&1*6>
E;.1;-& J$4+-$':#& #,"2-#,-.5

#")& 1'1)H$& .-#,")1& $"& *& .-Y;-#$&
(".& /".-& ')("./*$'")& *C";$& $4-&
4'#$".6&"(&$4-&?;:2-$>
G=-.& $4-& )-U$& T\& 6-*.#%& E;.1;-&

*11-1& \N& 7E9& +')2#& $"& $4-& :4*')%&
0)1'*)*&*11-1&M`&709&+')2#&*)1&$3"&
1.*3)&D*/-#&*11-1&$4-&.-/*')')D&
70E9&+')2#>
F4-& $.",4-6&3*#& )*/-1& *($-.& *&

,"-/&C6& ]*/;-+&I""13".$4& $4*$&
1-#:.'C-#& )"#$*+D':& #:-)-#& (."/&
4'#& :4'+14""1& $4*$& $4-&G+1&G*2-)&
Bucket personifies. Thus, the sym5
C"+& "(& :4'+14""1& (".& /*)6& .-#'5
1-)$#&"(&0)1'*)*&C-:*/-&*&#6/C"+&
(".& $4-& .'=*+.6&C-$3--)& $4-& #$*$-H#&
$3"&C'DD-#$&#:4""+#>
E;.1;-& *)1& 0)1'*)*& 4*=-& C"$4&

#,;..-1&$.*1'$'")#&C*#-1&")&$4-&C'$5
$-.&.'=*+.6>
0)& KTML%& E;.1;-& #-$& ;,& *& 7D'5

D*)$':& C")('.-& +*'1& (".& b!'##& 0)5
1'*)*H#& (;)-.*+%H9& *::".1')D& $"&

,.-='";#& WU,")-)$& .-,".$')D>&
F4-&*.$':+-&+*$-.&#*'1&'$&3*#&7/".-&
*,,.",.'*$-+6& 1-#:.'C-1& *#& P*Q&
C;.)')D&*$&$4-&#$*2->9
0<&3*#&*.D;*C+6&/".-&#",4'#$'5

:*$-1& ')& C;.6')D& 7G+-& A*3)& E;.5
1;-%9& *& ,*,'-.5/*:4-& /*)& 34"%&
*#&.-,".$-1&C6&0)1'*)*&[*'+6&]$;5
1-)$%&7(+;)2-1&";$&"(&2')1-.D*.$-)&
*$&*D-&`N>9
E;.1;-&*)1& 0<&4*=-&,+*6-1& (".&

$4-&G+1&G*2-)&?;:2-$& -=-.6& 6-*.&
#'):-& '$#& *..'=*+%& -U:-,$& (".& +*#$&
6-*.&1;-&$"&$3"&RGc0[5KT&:*):-+5
+*$'")#>& ?-:*;#-& "(& $4'#%& 0)1'*)*&
4*#& C--)& *C+-& $"& 4"+1& ")$"& $4-&
?;:2-$& (".& *)& -U$.*& 6-*.& #'):-& '$&
3")&$4-&+*#$&D*/-&')&`NKT>
F4'#& C;:2-$& 4*#& +'=-1& $4.";D4&

*& /;+$'$;1-& "(& 4'#$".':& :4*)D5
-#& *($-.& '$#& :.-*$'")d& 0$& +'=-1&
$4.";D4& C"$4& 0<& *)1& E;.1;-&
#$*1';/& :4*)D-#%& #-=-)& E;.5
1;-&,.-#'1-)$#%&KK&0<&,.-#'1-)$#&
*)1&K\&<>]&,.-#'1-)$#>&0$&4*#&.-5
/*')-1& ')$*:$& *)1& ')& $4-& 4*)1#&
"(& :-+-C.*$".6& (""$C*++& ,+*6-.#&

$4.";D4";$&'$#&4'#$".6>
0$&3'++&C-&(";D4$&"=-.&*D*')&]*$5

;.1*6& *#& 0<& *)1&E;.1;-& 2':2& "((&
(".& $4-& +*#$& D*/-&"(& 0<H#& #-*#")>&

F4-&.'=*+.6&/*6&C-&-=-)&/".-&(;5
-+-1&C6&$4-&(*:$&$4-#-&;)'=-.#'$'-#&
1'1)H$&4*=-&*&:4*):-&$"&(*:-&-*:4&
"$4-.&+*#$&6-*.>

A history of the Old Oaken Bucket trophy

EXPONENT FILE PHOTO
A Purdue player clutches the chain of “I” links attached to the Old Oaken 
Bucket trophy.
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BY NICOLE WASILEWSKI 
AND MEENU RAMAKRISHNAN

Staff Reporters

!"#$%&'(% )"*$+%',%-(./(#% ,'')0122% ).1/*3

tions, what comes to mind first? The gold and 
black striped overalls? The rivalry between 
Purdue and Indiana University?
4)(/#$)5%1)%-(./(#%+$'6%1%2')%10'()%)"#*.%

'6$%,'')0122%).1/*)*'$57%0()%6"1)%10'()%)"#*.%

rival?
Both schools share game day traditions 

involving bars. Breakfast club is a stand-out 
example.
8.#1+,15)% 92(0% *5% 1% ).1/*)*'$% 6"#.#% 5)(3

dents head to bars early Saturday morning 
before every home football game as early as 
7 a.m. at Purdue and 5 a.m. at IU.

“Me and my friends generally go to Where 
:25#% ;01.<% '.% =1..&>5% ,'.% 0.#1+,15)% 92(07?%

said Sloan Stewart, a senior in the College of 
=#12)"% 1$/% =(@1$% 49*#$9#5% 1$/% A.1$$#.)%

School of Management.
=1..&>5% /'#5$>)% B1.)*9*B1)#% *$% 0.#1+,15)%

92(07%1$/%5'@#%0'($9#.5%#C#$%/#$&%199#55%)'%

people in costumes.
D'5)(@#5% '.% '$#5*#5% 1.#% 1% ).1/#@1.+% ',%

-(./(#>5% 0.#1+,15)% 92(0% 15% 5)(/#$)5% 5)1.)%

their early endeavor.
The most popular bars at Purdue are Har3

.&>5% D"'9'21)#% 4"'B7% 8.')"#.57% 1$/% !"#.#%

Else. Lines can be a determining factor for 
students deciding between these hotspots.

“I usually just go to Brother’s bar because 
of the long lines at other bars,” said CJ An3
derson, a senior in the College of Engineer3
ing.

A few bars at IU offer students free t-shirts 
and sweatshirts. The most popular bars are 
EB5)1*.5% -(07% 8.')"#.57% A*2.'&>5% 1$/% F*9+>5%

English Hut.
An infamous IU tradition at Nick’s English 

Hut is the “Sink-the-Biz.”
“It’s a game where everybody has plastic 

9(B57%1$/%6#%B'(.%0##.%*$)'%1%0(9+#)%',%0##.%

with a glass in the middle of it, and you have 
to pour into it without the cup sinking. If it 
sinks, you drink,” said Tristan Jackson, a se3
nior in journalism at IU.
!"#)"#.%'.%$')%&'(%#$G'&%,'')01227%5)(/#$)%

sections and tailgates make the games worth 
attending at both schools. For most students, 
home games can be a great social event.
4)(/#$)% 5#9)*'$5% 1)% 0')"% 59"''25% 5"'6%

school spirit at games by jangling keys before 
a kickoff and donning red and white striped 
pants or gold and black overalls. There are al3
ways students who show up in costumes.

“I think it’s really important to go at least 
once just to get in the spirit,” said Emma 

Nguyen, a freshman in the College of Health 
and Human Sciences. “Because I really do 
$')%2*+#%)"#%5B'.)%',%,'')01227%0()%H%)"*$+%)"#%

spirit of the game is so fun.”
Tailgating at IU is generally observed in 

a large field or the parking lots near the sta3
dium.

“I have a group of people I can tailgate with 
beforehand. I play a lot of flip cup, which is 
,($7?%51*/%D1.2&%4@*)"7%1%5#$*'.%*$%1$)".'B'23

ogy.
Daria Schaffeld, a graduate from IU’s class 

of 1995, said she never missed a home game 
in the four years she was there. 

“I vividly remember the Purdue game and 
tailgating with my then-boyfriend and all his 
buddies,” she said. “We were back behind the 
basketball stadium for this tailgate, and Pur3
due actually brought a Boilermaker train and 
were driving it through the parking lot.
IH% "1C#% 1% B*9)(.#% 5'@#6"#.#% ',% @&% 0'&3

friend and all of his buddies laying down in 
,.'$)%',%*)%2*+#%'$%.1*2.'1/%).19+5%1$/%$')%2#)3

ting the train pass. It’s one of the funniest 
memories I have.”

Even though Schaffeld graduated from IU 
more than 20 years ago, she said traditions 
have generally stayed the same. Ava Colias, 
1$% HE% ,.#5"@1$7% 51*/% "#.% #JB#.*#$9#5% 1)%

home games hold the same energy.
“The most iconic thing we have is our can3

/&%91$#35).*B#/%).'(5#.57%0()%#C#.&'$#%6#1.5%

some type of IU merch at the games,” she 

said. “I like going to home games because it’s 
great to be with a big crowd of people to enjoy 
the game, and it’s fun to celebrate and cheer 
on the rare occasion we get a touchdown.”
K#5B*)#%)"#%@1$&%5*@*21.*)*#57%$')%122%).1/*3

tions are the same. For example, Purdue has 
-(./(#%-#)#%15%)"#%,19#%',%)"#%,'')0122%)#1@7%

while IU has Hoosier pride and no mascot.
“A Hoosier is more of an idea, it represents 

pride in Indiana,” Schaffeld said. “It’s not re3
ally a tangible thing so there’s no mascot.

Prepping to hit the gridiron: fan edition
The Boiler and Hoosier 
game day traditions

DAVID HICKEY | SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
Seniors Jacob Pipp and Joey Williams head 
to wait in line at Harry’s.

DAVID HICKEY | SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
A line of students form outside of Brothers 
Bar and Grill during Saturday morning.

DAVID HICKEY | SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
Students brave freezing temperatures to 
wait in bar lines for Harry’s Chocolate Shop.

DAVID HICKEY | SENIOR PHOTOGRAPHER
Breakfast Club attendees line up in costumes for bars on Saturday morning.
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BY STEVEN RANDALL 
AND ALEX SABRI

The Exponent’s Sports Editors

!"#$"%&'( ')*#+'( %$,+*#'(
'-+( $*./( .,+0( 12-/( 3%#,4%5(
+0%( ')*#+'( %$,+*#( 6#*7( +0%(
8/$,-/-( 9-,:;( <+"$%/+5( +*(
+-:4(-=*"+(8>&'('%-'*/('*(6-#(
-/$()#%2,%.(+0%(#,2-:#;(?-7%(
@*7,/?( ")( +0,'( .%%4%/$A(
3%#,4%&'( -/'.%#'( 0-2%( =%%/(
%$,+%$(6*#(@:-#,+;(-/$(=#%2,+;A

Purdue is one of the worst at not 
allowing sacks in the Big Ten 
and IU’s had kind of a down year 
in terms of forcing sacks. Who 
do you think is really going to 
win in the trenches this year?
B-/5( +0-+&'( -( +*"?0( C"%'D

tion. Are you talking specifiD
@-::;(-=*"+(8/$,-/-&'($%6%/'%(
2'A(!"#$"%&'(*66%/'%E

Yeah, basically.
8( .*":$( '-;( 8>&'( $%6%/'%A(

B,@-0(B@F-$$%/(-/$(G;$%#(
H/$%#'*/( 0-2%( =%%/( #%-::;(
?**$( -=*"+( $,'#")+,/?( $%D
6%/',2%( )-++%#/'( -/$(4,/$( *6(
6*#@,/?( +0*'%( '-@4'A( I"+',$%(
of those two, there’s defiD
/,+%:;(=%%/(-($%@#%-'%(,/(+0%(
-7*"/+(*6('-@4'(+0%(+%-7(0-'(
@#%-+%$A
!-#+(*6(+0-+(,'()-#+,-::;($"%(

+*(,/J"#,%'A(3";'(:,4%(K,-.-/(
B"::%/5( .0*( .%#%( =,?( .,+0(
'-@4'( :-'+( ;%-#5( J"'+( 0-2%/&+(
=%%/(0%-:+0;(%/*"?0(+*(@-"'%(
+0-+( $,'#")+,*/( -/$( 0-2%/&+(
#%-::;(=%%/():-;,/?(7"@0A(<*5(
+0%;(7,?0+(0-2%(0-$(7*#%(,6(
+0%;(.%#%(,/(="+(B@F-$$%/&'(
really been all over the field, 
+0%( ?";&'( =%%/( ,/'-/%( .,+0(
+0%( .-;( 0%&'( -=:%( +*( $,'#")+(
):-;'( -/$( @#%-+%( 0-2*@A( G;D
$%#( H/$%#'*/&'( =%%/( #%-::;(
?**$(-'(.%::A(L%( +#-/'6%##%$(
6#*7( I:%( B,''( 0%#%( =%6*#%(
+0%( '%-'*/5( 0%&'( #%-::;( 4,/$(
*6( =%@*7%( -( C",@4( :%-$%#( *6(
+0%( $%6%/'%( -/$( 0%&'( ?*+( -(

6%.('-@4'(*/(0,'(*./A(8(.*":$(
0-2%( +*( '-;( +0-+( 8>&'( ?*//-(
be able to get in the backfield 
+0%#%(-/$(.,/(+0-+(=-++:%A

You already brought up some 
very key injuries there, also the 
injury for Michael Penix Jr. What 
do you think it’s really going to 
take to rebound from a season 
like this? And do you think IU 
really has the personnel and the 
recruiting to really bounce back?
M%-05( 8( 7%-/5( +0-+&'( +0%(

4%;( C"%'+,*/A( 8( +0,/4( %2D
%#;*/%( -+( 8/$,-/-( ,'( -'4,/?(
+0%7'%:2%'(#,?0+(/*.N(8'(+0,'(
;%-#(-($*./(;%-#(*#(.-'(:-'+(
year a fluke? There have been 
'*( 7-/;( ,/J"#,%'( +0,'( ;%-#A(
K*7(H::%/( '-,$( ,/( +0%( )#%''(
@*/6%#%/@%(+0,'(.%%45(+0%;&2%(
0-$(OP():-;%#'(7,''(+,7%($"%(
+*(,/J"#;5(QR(*6(+0%7('%-'*/D
%/$,/?A
8/$,-/-&'(J"'+(4,/$(*6(=%%/(

'+#"??:,/?(-::(-#*"/$A(K0%;&2%(

=%%/( ')#%-$( '*( +0,/A(K0%#%&'(
/*( $%)+0( +0%#%A( 12%/( .0%/(
+0%#%( .-'( $%)+05( +0%( $%)+0(
0-'(=%%/(#"/(+0#*"?0A(K0-+&'(
.0-+&'( #%-::;( =%%/( 0"#+,/?(
8/$,-/-A( <*( 8&7(0*),/?( +0%;(
@-/( =*"/@%( =-@4( /%S+( ;%-#A(
8( +0,/4( /%S+( ;%-#5( +0%;&::( =%(
-=:%( +*(=*"/@%(=-@4( J"'+(=%D
@-"'%( ,+&'( 2%#;( "/:,4%:;( +0-+(
-::(+0%'%(,/J"#,%'(.,::(0-))%/(
-?-,/A(K0%/( +0%():-;%#'(.0*(
have been filling in have all 
+0,'(7*#%(%S)%#,%/@%(*6(=%,/?(
,/(=,?(#*:%'(-?-,/'+(=,?(+%-7'5(
+0%;&#%( -=:%( +*( $%2%:*)( 6"#D
+0%#('*(+0-+(,6(+0%;(-#%(=-@4D
")'(-?-,/5(-/$(+0%,#(/"7=%#(
,'( @-::%$( ")*/5( +0%;&#%(7*#%(
%S)%#,%/@%$(-/$(7*#%(#%-$;(
+*( J"7)( ,/( -/$( 4,/$( *6( +-4%(
*2%#(+0-+(#*:%A

What do you think about Donovan 
McCulley’s performance so far 
in place of Michael Penix?
M%-05( 8( 7%-/5( 0%( 0-'( /*+(

been able to fill in and “be” 
B,@0-%:( !%/,S5( ="+( +0%#%&'(
flashes of potential. I look 
-+(+0%(B-#;:-/$(?-7%5(.0%/(
0%&'():-;,/?(-(+%-7(+0-+(,'/&+(
C",+%( -'( ?**$A( H/$( 0%( :**4'(
#%-::;( ?**$A(L%( 0-$( -( #%-::;(
?**$($-;5(0%(.-'( ,/(@*/+#*:A(
L%( .-'( -=:%( +*( "'%( 0,'( :%?'(
.0,@0(,'(?*//-(=%(-(=,?($%-:(

6*#( 0,7A( L%&'( ?*,/?( +*( =%(
)#*=-=:;( +0%( '+-#+,/?( C"-#D
+%#=-@4( ,/( -( 6%.(;%-#'( -/$( 8(
#%-::;(+0,/4(+0-+(0%&'('0*./(-(
:,++:%(=,+(*6(+0%()*+%/+,-:(+0-+(
.0%/(0%(+-4%'(*2%#(0%&'(?*,/?(
+*(=%(-=:%(+*5(;*"(4/*.5(7-4%(
):-;'(.,+0(=*+0(0,'(-#7(-/$(
0,'(:%?'A
8($,$/&+(?%+(+*('%%(0,7():-;(

-+( -::( -?-,/'+( G"+?%#'A( <*( 8(
$*/&+( #%-::;( 4/*.A( 8( $*/&+(
+0,/4( 0%( ):-;%$( 7"@0( =%D
@-"'%( T-@4(K"++:%( ):-;%$( 6*#(
-( =,+5( 0%( .%/+( *"+5( 8( +0,/4(
U3#-/+( 3#%7%:V( +**4( '*7%(
'/-)'( -/$( +0%( +%-7( :**4%$(
-.6":(-?-,/'+(G"+?%#'A(W"+(,6(
;*"($*/&+( :**4(-+( +0-+(?-7%5(
0%&'( 7-$%( '*7%( )#*?#%''A(
There’s definitely things to 
:,4%(,6(;*"&#%(:**4,/?(6*#(9*D
/-2%/( B@X"::%;( +*( =%( ;*"#(
?";(,/(+0%(6"+"#%A

IDS sports editor: ‘They’ll be able to bounce back’

PHOTO PROVIDED
Indiana Daily Student sports 
editor Evan Gerike stands in 
front of the stands at Michi-
gan Stadium.

Read the rest of the interview 
at purdueexponent.org.
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BY STEVEN RANDALL
Sports Editor

!"#$%&"''()%*#+,"-*#''%+./(('0

1-2+%*""3%#%)/4'"5

6"%)"$"% +#7%3(-% -(%*"%#*'"% -(% +""% 8(9%#-%

:/#3,+;4<43;% '#+-% 8"#$0% "<"3% #&-"$% )"% -$4"7%

-(%$"+./"79'"5%6"2$"%"=.4-"7%-(%*"%#*'"%-(%;"-%

back together this year for the first time since 
>?@A5

You’ll remember two years ago, we sugB
gested a new format for the Bucket game. At 
the time, Purdue was bowl ineligible and InB
74#3#%)#+%;9#$#3-""7%-(%/#<"%4-+%*"+-%+"#+(3%

43%#-%'"#+-%#%7".#7"0%#37%)"%$"#'4C"7%)"%.(9'7%

make the contest more interesting by turnB
ing the matchup into a Harlem Globetrotters 
game.

That dynamic has flipped this year. PurB
79"2+% (3% -$#.,% -(%/#<"% 4-+% *"+-% +"#+(3% 43% @D%

8"#$+0%#37%82#''%/#<"%93&($-93#-"'8%$";$"++"7%

from the 2020 terror factory we were secretly 
glad not to have to play.

E(-/43;2+% $"#''8% ;(43;% -(% ./#3;"% -/#-5%

We’re locked into our respective postseason 
fates. You don’t have anything to lose except 
for the Bucket. You hold most of the power in 
this matchup, and we’re sure you’d be more 
than happy to “crabs in a barrel” us down to a 
slightly worse finish.

We’d like to re-extend the offer we submitB
ted two years ago. Our teams can still have a 
lot of fun with this, and we’ve got some new 
ideas about how to make it work.

In the first quarter, we’re respecting the 
troops. In honor of the Army-Navy game 
that’ll kick off two weeks from our game, we 
propose only running the triple option as a 
sort of preview. Does this have the potential 
-(% *"% /($$4&843;'8% *($43;% #37% +-#;3#3-F% G&%

course it does. But go look at some of the final 
scores from that game; it would fit right in.

The second quarter will take a page from 
the book of our friends up north. The rouge 
is a play in the Canadian Football League in 
which a single point is awarded for a touchB

back. On any play besides a PAT or a field 
goal try, one team can attempt to bomb the 
*#''% 43-(% -/"%"37%C(3"0%#37% 4&% 4-% 4+%7()3"7%

-/"$"% ($% ;("+% (9-% (&% *(937+0% -/"% ,4.,43;%

team will earn 1 point. The Big Ten loves a 
good punting exhibition, and this one will 
have semi-real stakes.

After halftime, we’re modifying an idea we 
put forth two years ago. Instead of switching 
offense and defense, we’re switching players 
between the line and the backfield on both 
sides of the ball. Let skill players block each 
other in the trenches while the big men get to 

drop into coverage. We bet George Karlaftis 
could completely blow up a crossing route.

To round out the game, we’re going to 
take a play you might only see in the wanB

ing seconds and make it the entire offense: 
the desperation lateral. Every play run by 
both teams must contain at least three latB
erals, as if the teams are either scrambling 
for a miracle or attempting to play rugby. 
If it results in a few genuine desperation 

'#-"$#'+0%"<"3%*"--"$5

Hopefully you will finally recognize the 
possibilities for fun and wonder that can 
*$43;% 9+% -(;"-/"$% -/4+% :/#3,+;4<43;5% 1-2+% #%

time of tradition, to be sure, but there’s alB
ways room to try something new.
Love,

The Exponent Sports Desk
P.S. It’s been 2,103 days since y’all beat us 

43%*#+,"-*#''0%43%.#+"%8(927%&($;(--"35

Spicing up this year’s game

EXPONENT FILE PHOTO
The Boilermakers raise the Old Oaken Bucket after their victory against Indiana in 2017. 
The last time Purdue won the Bucket before then was in 2012.

BY HANNAH MITCHELL
Staff Reporter

Thanksgiving is a time for my 
family to gather, but there is a 
much more important holiday my 
family observes that week.

The Bucket game.
My family is a bit of a house diB

vided. My dad Michael has a masB
ter’s degree from Purdue and my 
#93-% E("''"% )"3-% -(% 1374#3#% &($%

her undergrad. Both of them are 
#<47%&#3+%(&%-/"4$%+./(('+%#37%/#<"%

$#4+"7%-/"4$%,47+%-(%./""$%&($%-/"4$%

respective teams.
This has led to a fun dynamic in 

the family that has kept us close 
even when we’re all spread out and 
7(32-% ,3()% )/"3% )"2''% +""% "#./%

other next. This has especially led 
to my dad and aunt keeping in 
touch around important points in 
"#./%+./(('2+%+"#+(3+5

No family dinner would be comB

plete without copious amounts of 
teasing from opposite sides of the 
$4<#'$8% #37% :/#3,+;4<43;% 7433"$%

is no exception. There is no small 
amount of ribbing the whole time 
we’re together, but there’s someB
-/43;% 74&&"$"3-% #*(9-% -/"% -"#+43;%

when the game is coming up and we 
#''%,3()%)/#-%4+%(3%-/"%'43"5

H8% 7#7% #37% #93-% /#<"% #% -$#74B

tion. The loser has to display the 
winning team’s helmet on their 
mantle for a year.

According to my dad, they wantB
ed some way to replicate the travelB
ing trophy nature of the Old Oaken 
Bucket. For 16 years, they have 
passed mini helmets between ColoB
$#7(%#37%1374#3#%-(%+"$<"%#+%#%.(3B

stant reminder until the next game.
“It gives us a way to channel that 

#;;$"++4<"3"++% (<"$% -/"% 1374#3#B

Purdue rivalry,” my aunt said in a 
text. “We used to fight physically 
)/"3%)"%)"$"% 8(93;"$5% 1-% ,437% (&%

takes the edge off.”
Because the Bucket game wasn’t 

played last year, my dad was able 
to take the Hoosier helmet off the 
mantle for a year, but the game 
is coming fast this year. Soon the 
complaints of a mini helmet ruB
ining Christmas decorations will 
come, whether that be from my 
dad or my aunt.

“I’ve enjoyed seeing my helmet 
on his mantle, and he has bought 
me several versions of the Purdue 
helmet over the years,” my aunt 
said. “I joked with him one year 
that I felt like I was in the helmet of 
the month club.”

We have not had many chances 
as a family to watch the Bucket 
game together. Some years we 
#$"32-% -(;"-/"$% &($% :/#3,+;4<43;%

and some years travel just makes 
it not happen, but we have had the 
opportunity a few times to enjoy 
the rivalry as a family.

The past games we have 
)#-./"7%-(;"-/"$%*(-/%"37"7%)4-/%

Purdue victories. Obviously, my 
aunt shared her opinions on IU 
losing. She loves to yell at players 
#37%$"&"$""+5

No matter who wins or loses, 

the Bucket game still ends with 
plenty of teasing, but also plenty 
of love and respect between the 
+4*'43;+5

And a mini helmet, ready to 
adorn the losing mantle until the 
two teams meet again.

My family’s Old Oaken Bucket game side bet

HANNAH MITCHELL | STAFF REPORTER
The mini helmets Hannah Mitchell’s family members pass back and forth 
each year.

Opinions
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By Bradley Hohulin
bhohulin@iu.edu | @BradleyHohulin

Dear fellow basketball school
(I assume weí re talking about the womení s teams),

We are overjoyed to accept your Th anksgiving invita-
tion. It broke our hearts that we couldn’t play you last year. 
I mean, we would have much rather played Iowa or North-
western or a school that wasn’t next to dead last in the divi-
sion, but we were disappointed nonetheless. 

Obviously, this season has seen a reversal of fortunes. 
Head coach Tom Allen’s LEO mantra might as well stand 
for “lose every outing.” Meanwhile, it’s been a joy watch-
ing Purdue play lights-out football against top-three teams 
while barely playing football at all against teams four 
through 75. 

Come December, you’ll be watching a bowl game. We’ll 
be watching bowl games too, but mostly so we can salivate 
over other schools’ off ensive coordinators in the desperate 
hopes that one of them comes to Bloomington. 

However, none of that matters Saturday. To honor 
one of the 37 most prestigious rivalries in college foot-
ball, let’s make this the most exciting, most absurd, most 

fun Bucket game of all time.
Th e fi rst quarter will consist entirely of stretching and 

rigorous hydration. Allen and Jeff  Brohm will lead their ath-
letes through a 15-minute vinyasa yoga fl ow to align their 
chakras, center their inner selves and prevent any more hor-
rifi c ligament tears. Once everyone has fi nished their orange 
slices and Capri-Sun pouches, it’s time to play ball.

It’s the second quarter, and the name of the game is 
audience participation. Each play, referees will pull two 
spectators from the crowd at random to replace an ath-
lete on their school’s team. Every guy thinks he can throw 
a tight spiral once he has enough liquid courage in him, 
but hopefully that inebriated undergrad remembers how 
to call a fair catch when he has a combined 700 pounds of 
man sprinting at him. 

Next, Purdue’s defense will vacate the fi eld and Indi-
ana’s off ense will spend the third quarter trying to score a 
real-life touchdown. I know it seems like this doesn’t off er 
anything for Purdue fans, but the goal line battle between 
Indiana’s off ensive line and its own inner demons will be a 
gladiatorial showdown for every spectator.

To cap off  the afternoon, the offi  cials will erect a ladder 
at midfi eld and place the Old Oaken Bucket atop it. Th ey 

will then exit the stadium, leaving the athletes to acquire 
the bucket by any means necessary. Th is is when Michael 
Penix Jr. will emerge from the sidelines, bust out of his nine 
knee braces and sprint for the trophy — but not if George 
Karlaftis drops him with the people’s elbow fi rst. 

By the time the dust has settled and the Bucket has 
found its home for the next 365 days, I think we’ll be better 
friends for it. Next season, maybe we’ll combine for more 
than 10 wins. 
Smooches,
The Indiana Daily Student Sports Desk

P.S. Yes, it has sadly been a while since Indiana men’s 
basketball defeated Purdue. Make no mistake, we at the 
Indiana Daily Student have spent each of those 2,103 days 
groveling, wallowing in self-pity and winning dozens of As-
soicated Collegiate Press awards, ICPA newspaper of the 
year six times, ICPA journalist of the year fi ve times, fi rst 
place in the Hearst national writing competition four times 
and a whole bunch of other awards of which we’ve lost 
track. 

But hey, congrats on all those victorious basketball re-
caps you’ve gotten to write. 

Making the Old Oaken Bucket fun this year

IDS FILE PHOTO BY MICHAEL WILLIAMS
Indiana football players and coaches hold up the Old Oaken Bucket trophy after the 26-24 win over Purdue on Nov. 26, 2016 at Memorial Stadium.

DUELING COLUMNS
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By Tyler Tachman
sports@idsnews.com | @Tyler_T15

Th e offi  cial announcement came just after 2 p.m. on 
Dec. 9, 2020.

IU head coach Tom Allen later said it made him feel 
“sick.” 

It was on Dec. 8, though, that it started to crumble. 
Earlier in the day, the Ohio State-Michigan game was 

canceled due to positive COVID-19 tests. Th en there was 
word out of West Lafayette that Purdue canceled its practice 
due to COVID-19 concerns. Later that night, IU announced 
that it had paused all team activities due to the coronavirus. 

In a world controlled by the pandemic, IU hadn’t missed 
a game all year. In August 2020, the season was canceled. 
A few weeks later, it was reinstated. Th en the Hoosiers lost 

their star quarterback Michael Penix Jr. Still, IU was on its 
way to the team’s best season since its Rose Bowl appear-
ance in 1967.  

Th is year was supposed to be a beatdown of rival Purdue.  
It was supposed to be IU’s second consecutive Old 

Oaken Bucket win. It was supposed to be a coronation of 
IU football’s emergence with high-fl ying chest bumps from 
Allen, interceptions from Tiawan Mullen and touchdowns 
from Whop Philyor. All of the frustration of being knocked 
out of the Big Ten championships would’ve been taken out 
in 60 minutes on the fi eld.

But  on Dec. 9 all of those hopes were gone. 
  It was the fi rst season since the bucket’s introduction in 

1925 that the teams wouldn’t play. Th e last time IU and Pur-
due didn’t play each other in football was 1919 after a dis-
pute over two Hoosier players’ eligibility. 

Since 2019, the bucket has been nearly untouched. Th e 
only time it was taken out was to carefully wipe down the 
wood and polish the brass links. 

In a normal year, it would’ve been showcased at alumni 
events and fl aunted around the state. Before the COVID-19 
pandemic hit, it was brought to the Indiana House and Sen-
ate. 

Instead, the Old Oaken Bucket has rested alone inside a 
glass display case in the IU football locker room. It’s the fi rst 
thing players see when they enter.  

Th e allegedly more than 150-year-old slab of wood 
shows its age. It’s been discolored from a dark brown to a 
light hazel. It’s covered with scrapes and scratches.  

Over the years, coaches have cried about it. After games, 
it has been taken back to coaches’ houses for sleepovers. 
Hundreds of players have touched it. On occasion, it has 

Saturdayí s game will be the 96th Old Oaken Bucket game.
The Old Oaken Bucket and the stories it tells

IDS FILE PHOTO BY ALEX DERYN
IU football players hold up the Old Oaken Bucket after defeating Purdue on Nov. 30, 2019, in Ross-Ade Stadium in West Lafayette, Indiana. Last year’s Old Oaken Bucket game was canceled after both teams 
tested positive for COVID-19.
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HAPPY BUCKET 
WEEK, HOOSIERS
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